In this paper the correlation between two multivariate martingales is studied. This correlation can be expressed in a non decreasing process. that remains zero in the case of linear dependence. A key result is an imegral representation for this process.
It follows that c(m, M) t carries the same amount of information about the correlation between m and M as p(m,M) tIt turns out that it is more convenient to study c(m,M) t than p(m,M) t . The process c(m,M)
is of interest in its own right, because it appears at several places in probability and statistics. For example, this processor rather a slightly different one -appears in [1] , where we studied a strong law of large numbers for martingales. The results of the present paper offer an alternative approach to such a study. In a statistical context c(m,M) can be interpreted as a measure of deficiency when comparing an arbitrary estimator with an optimal one. Cf [2] for details. In the present paper we drop the restrictions that (m) t and (M)t are invertible. So we have to replace (M)J" 1 in the definition of c(m,M) t by a suitable generalized inverse. The Moore-Penrose inverse turns out to be a good choice. Working with a generalized inverse however complicates the analysis of c(m, M) considerably. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe some properties of (M), its Moore-Penrose inverse process (M) + 
and invariance properties of M under a to (M) t related orthogonal projection. Section 3 contains an important integral representation of c(m.M).
In section 4 linear dependence between m and M is defmed by c(m,M) = 0 and characterized by the property that there is constant (random) matrix C such that m = CM. The familiar case where m and M are random variables is easily recognized.
some technical results

In this section we describe some properties of the process (M). (M) takes its values in the space of positive semidefinite n x n matrices V n , and if t > s, then (M) t -(M) s E V For fixed t, u> (M) t -(i\/) t (u>) may have non trivial kernel. This is typically the case if M t -]Ci=i
x ï e iiwhere a is a real valued martingale difference sequence and x a R™ valued predictable process. Then (M)t for t < n is always a singular matrix. 
For t > s we always have Im(M) t D Im(M)
Notice that the V t (k) and the W(k) are in general not diagonal. Hence
On the sets where the V t (k) and W(k) are defined, these matrices are invertible. Therefore we can define the generalized inverse process (M) + by As a consequence rank is a (Borel) measurable map. Since r is the composition r = rank(M), it is predictable. Since {M) t and (M)f are both symmetrie and since they commute, it follows from [3] that (M)f is the Moore-Penrose inverse of (M) t . To show predictability of (M) + , we need the following algorithm for the computation of the Moore-Penrose inverse of any symmetrie matrix A E R nX ". Let 0 < k < n be the multiplicity of A = 0 as a root of the characteristic polynomial p of A. Then
_iA is a polynomial and it is easy to see that TT(J4) = 0. Notice that a n _* is equal to the product of all nonzero eigenvalues of A (an empty product equals 1). Hence a n _^ ^ 0. Let q be the polynomial of degree n-k-1 defined by 
= N t -t-(N tAT -t A T). Then (M) t = t -t AT.
But now
We need some technical properties of M ans (M), to be used in section 3. These are formulated in the next three lemmas. In the notation introduced above we have the following
nontrivial, then we can write V t (k)
T to write this inequality as
But c t {k) is invertible, so this inequality becomes
The term in brackets is because of equation (2.3) the sum of two nonnegative matrices. PROOF P is predictable (from proposition 2.1). Hence P.M defines again a martin-
is indistinguishable from the zero process. Consider now the product PM. On ]T k ,T k+1 l we have d{PM) = PdM. Let T a < 00. Then
Now we use an induction argument. Let T k < 00 and assume that P^^M^^ -%,. Then
Hence PM and M are indistinguishable. D
The covariation process (m, M) enjoys the following property. 
The proof of theorem 3.3 below involves some calculus rules. As for {M) + , we also use for P the notation AP t = P t -P t -. 
LEMMA 3.2 (i) d{M) t {M)t-= -(M) t d(M)t + dP t (ii) d{M) t = -(M) t -d(M)t{M
A{M) Tk {M)l_ + (M) Tk A(M)ï k = (M) Tk (M)l -<M) r ,-(M)J,_ = AP Tk
This proves (i). Similarly we have
A(M) Tk + (M) Tk -A{M)ï k (M) Tk = (M) Tk -(M) Tk . + (M) Tk _P TkPr k -{M) Tk
= (/ -P Tk -)(M) Tk -(M) Tk _(I -P Tk ) = AP Tk (M) Tk
which proves the second assertion.
•
In the notation that we introduced above we are now able to present the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3 (i) c(m,M) is a right continuous process. (ii) With K as in lemma 3.1 we have for m -K.M the following integral representation: c(m,M)
The first factor of this product tends to zero as t J, Tk-Consider now the second factor. 
First we notice that tr[{M) t (M)t] = tr[F(k)F{kf} = tr[F(k) T F(k)} = r t . (Remember that r t = rank{M) t ). Next we compute tr[(M) Tk {M)t] = trlGWWWGikFFWVtikyiFW -lp(U\T-i _ tr[V t (k)-i F(kyG(k)W(k)G{kyF(k)
]q) = A(k)G(k) T F(k)R t (k)- T = A(k) \l 0 1 f ü^k) ' T ° = A(fc) [ a,(fc)- r 0 So q\(q)) T = A(Jb)(a 1 (Jfc)a t (fc) T )-M(fc) r -+ A(k)W(fc)" 1 A(k) T ,T = A{k)W(k)- 1 A(k) T . But (m,M) Tk (M)$ k (M,m) Tk = A(k)G{k) T G{k)W{k)- l G{kfG{k)A{k) T = j4(fc)Ty(fc)~M(k) T ,
which gives right continuity of (m,M)(M) + (M,m)
at the Tjt (on {Tk < 00}), thus proving the first assertion of the theorem. In order to prove the second one we proceed as follows. Because c(m,M) is right continuous we can use the results of lemma 3.2 in the computations below.
from which we obtain by lemma 3.2
It is immediately seen that on JT^TVhiJ the last three terms vanish, whereas on {Tk < 00} we have 
Hence, since W(k) 22 is invertible, we get
Consider the term in brackets. Again in obvious notation, it becomes 
linear dependence
In this section we will study a suitably defined notion of linear dependence between two square integrable martingales m and M. By analogy with the situation in which one deals with multidimensional random variables we have the following
DEFINITION 4.1 (i) m is said to be linearly dependent on M if the process c(m,M) G R fcxi is indistuinguishable from zero. (ii) m and M are said to be mutually linearly dependent if both c(m, M) and c(M, m) are indistuinguishable from zero.
Here is the main result of this section.
THEOREM 4.2 m is linearly dependent on M iff there exisls a (possibly random) matrix C G R. kxn with C(M) a predictable process such that rn = CM. Moreover in this case C{M) = (m,M). Furthermore m and M are mutually linearly dependent iff there exist matrices C\ and C 2 such that m -C\M and M = C 2 m. In the latter case we also have that C\ and C 2 are each others Moore-Penrose inverses.
REMARK The matrix C in theorem 4.2 is not necessarily JF 0 -measurable. See example 3.
PROOF Define y t = {m,M) t (M)t-
Then j t (M) t = (m,M) t from lemma 2.4. On }T k ,T k+ il we have d lt = (m,M) t -d{M)t + d{m,M) t (M)t = lt _{M) t .d{M)t + K t d{M) t {M)t = ( 7i _ -Kt )(M) t .
d(M)t
So if c(m,M) = 0, then from theorem 3.3 we obtain that 7 is constant on jT)t,Tfc +1 |[. This also implies that 7 admits right limits at I* if T* < 00. We need some more properties of 7. On {T^ < 00} we have
Indeed right continuity of (m, M) gives 
The assumption that c(m, M) = 0 yields the first term zero from theorem 3. 
On Ü k we have for j < k: 
which is zero on all iTijTjfc+il, because here dj t = 0. At t = T k < 00 we also get zero from equation (4.2). This proves the only if part. Next we prove the converse statement. Assume that C{M) is predictable, equivalently CP is predictable. Then the product m -CM is a martingale. Indeed CM = CPM is adapted. Let now 7 = CP. Then m = -y.M + fodiM-= 7.M + f^djP_M-.
The last integral is easily seen to be zero. So m is equal to By localization it is possible to formulate a whole string of corollaries, which are roughly all of the following type. 
